Deposit agreement – Colorful Frenchies
Lindsey Tebbs 435-256-0065 colorfulfrenchies@gmail.com

Buyer Name:
Address:
City:

www.colorfulfrenchies.com

______________________________
_______________________________
_____________________________ State ____ Zip ___________

Telephone: ________________________________
Email: ___________________________________ Purchase Price ______________________

THE PERSONS ABOVE HAVE MUTUALLY AGREED TO THE FOLLOWING:
1. The buyer transfers a deposit of $500 USD to the breeder to secure a place on the waiting list
from the breeder and to reserve the right of having the choice of a puppy from one of the
upcoming future litters from the breeder. The transfer of the deposit will be made by the
buyer to the breeder by using:
O A bank transfer of $500 + extra transfer fees involved
( The specific bank details of the breeder can be send to the buyer via email)
O A paypal transfer of $500 deposit + extra Paypal transfer fees made to:
colorfulfrenchies@gmail.com
O Deposit into Wells Fargo account
2. Preferred choice of buyer in puppy gender is:
O MALE
O FEMALE
3. Preferred choice of buyer in coat color of the future puppy is:
Lilac
Chocolate
Blue Fawn
Blue Brindle
Blue & tan
Brindle
O – No preference
4. The positions of the people on the waiting list from the breeder are in order of received
deposits! The buyer must make sure the deposit is done at the same day of signing this
agreement and, a copy of this transfer must be added to this signed agreement.
5. The $500 deposit will be deducted of the purchase price of the puppy that is chosen by the
buyer. The balance needs to be fully received by the breeder when the puppy turns 8 weeks of

age to make sure that there are no delays in planning the flight. Domestic flight nanny fee’s are
$425, and buyer responsibility, international fee’s vary.
6. If the buyer does not choose a puppy from a current available litter from the breeder, the
deposit from the buyer will automatically move forwards to the next available litter from the
breeder. If the people on the waiting list who’ve been PLACED IN FRONT OF the buyer, have
chosen a puppy from a previous litter, the buyer will automatically move up in rank and position
on the waiting list for the next available litter from the breeder.
6. The breeder will always keep the sole right to choose and pick the first puppy from each litter
for herself. The buyer is fully aware that this means that the highest possible and reachable
rank is the #2 position on the waiting list, which allows the person in this specific waiting list
position to choose as second person from all available puppies in the litter after the breeder
has made her first puppy choice known.
7. The breeder and buyer mutually agree that:
1) The deposit has NO EXPIRATION DATE.
2) The deposit is NOT REFUNDABLE after being made by the buyer to the breeder
3) The deposit is valid until the moment arrives that the buyer has chosen and fully
purchased a puppy from the breeder.
4) If the buyer wants to be removed from the breeders waiting list, for whatever possible
reason, he or she is fully aware that the deposit is not being refunded. The buyer will be
deleted from the waiting list after the breeder has received a written and signed request
from the buyer to be taken off the waiting list.
8. The buyer is aware by signing this agreement that important decisions concerning the choosing
and purchase of a puppy must be made within a certain timeframe. The buyers decision must be
known to the breeder, before the litter turns 4 weeks of age.
If the buyer does not choose a puppy before the available litter reaches the age of 4 weeks,
the breeder is free to advertise the available puppies and to offer them to third parties who
show interest in purchasing a puppy from the breeder.
The deposit from the buyer will (in the above situation) move towards the next available litter
with the possibility that the buyer moves up in rank on the waiting list.
If there aren’t any available puppies in the preferred gender or color of the buyer in the
available litter, the buyer’s deposit will move towards the next available litter from the breeder
with the possibility for the buyer to automatically move up in rank when people who’ve been
placed in front of the buyer’s position on the waiting list, have purchased puppies from previous
or currently available litters and therefor will be removed from the waiting list after their
puppy purchase.
9. The prices of the available puppies will always be determined after each litter DNA received,
and generally the purchase prices of the puppies will be as follows for limited registration. We
do offer full registration on some puppies at an additional cost. Occasionally some puppies with
rare DNA and outstanding confirmation are offered first at FULL AKC breeding rights which
can be significantly higher pricing than limited registration. If puppies are not placed with Full
Registration at 12 weeks they will be available for limited registration.

Please initial each line below:
______ I understand a non-refundable security deposit for $500.00 will place me on a waiting list

and allow me the puppy of my choice from the next available litter, or litter selected. I will select
the puppy either in person or via pictures on website. If any health issues arise during any of the
veterinary exams done by the breeders veterinarian before the transfer date the findings will be
disclosed to the buyer and a decision made to either refund entire deposit amount or hold money as
security deposit on next whelped litter, or keep the puppy. The replacement puppy will be of the
same gender and color and as close to equal of the original puppy purchased.
______ I am placed on the waiting list to receive an AKC French Bulldog from the next available
litter produced, or as specified.
______ I understand breeder cannot guarantee the markings, disposition, temperament, weight or
height of this puppy. But that the puppy will be a pure bred French Bulldog registered with
American Kennel Club (AKC).
_______ I understand the puppy will have a one year written health guarantee with an optional 5
year health guarentee with Nu-vet Vitamin supplements as stated in the Health Agreement / Sales
Contract and that the parents have been carefully selected for breeding healthy, happy puppies
true to the AKC breed standard.
______ I understand the purchase price of the puppy does not include delivery of the puppy. Any
additional delivery costs will be the responsibility of me, the buyer. Inside the US $425.00
______ I understand the balance due for the purchase price of the puppy will be due at 8 weeks
from date of birth.
______ I understand once the litter is available, doing well and photos are taken, I , the buyer will
be notified via email or telephone. I understand I must reply to this notification either by phone or
email within 2 days of notification.

Buyer Signature : _______________________________ Date: _____________

Current Pet pricing – Full AKC available, inquire on pricing.
Blue Brindle $4000-5000 (dark blue or red blue)
Blue Fawn $3500 – 4000 (Light blue, sable fawn,)
Chocolate $4000-5000 ( Both light or dark chocolate)
Standard non- color Brindle or Fawn $2500-3000

